Kit out your Navara for work and leisure with Nissan's fully integrated accessories. Start with a hard top, built specifically for your Navara. The standard version offers central locking on the opening rear door and an integrated stop lamp. The premium version adds opening side windows (with on-the-move ventilation option), interior lighting and bespoke fabric interior lining. Mount your hard top, the must-have for everyday adventure.

* Available on premium version only

On the cover: Navara in Savannah yellow accessorised with Savannah yellow hard top, chrome front styling bar stainless steel, chrome side styling bar stainless steel.

* Available on premium version only
HARD TOP. STANDARD VERSION
The ultimate work tool, the standard hard top is built to survive the toughest jobs. Designed for a perfect fit and maximum loading capacity, no king cab is complete without it.

HARD TOP. PREMIUM VERSION
Make sure you are ready for anything with this tough and stylish hardtop. Fully waterproof with interior lighting, central locking and a smart trim.

CHOOSE YOUR COLOR

EAU SAVANNAH YELLOW (M)  
CAQ EARTH BRONZE (M)  
BW9 BLUE (M)  
Z10 RED (S)  
QM1 WHITE (S)  
K51 GREY (M)  
GN0 BLACK (M)  
KL0 SILVER (M)
BEDLINERS PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

Find a bedliner to suit your needs. Available in plastic or aluminium to protect the bed, tailgate and bed top edges. You also have the option to create tie-down points with bed rail caps.

1 - Bed rails caps
2 - Plastic bedliner with hooks
3 - Tailgate protection in plastic
4 - Aluminium bedliner with plastic side protection and bed hooks

Features shown may vary on Navara Tekna Euro 6D Temp version. Please refer to the price list or contact your participating Nissan dealer or repairers for more information on exact specifications and availabilities.
BED ACCESSORIES
MEAN SMART MANAGEMENT

Get organised with Nissan’s practical accessories, designed with practicality in mind. With a fully integrated sliding tray, bed divider, tool box and a sturdy metallic step for easy access, you’re sorted.

Features shown may vary on Navara Tekna Euro 6D Temp version. Please refer to the price list or contact your participating Nissan dealer or repairers for more information on exact specifications and availabilities.
PREPARE FOR ADVENTURE WITH LOAD COVERS

All work and no play? Not Navara. Choose a tonneau cover to best protect your load with the aluminium, roll cover or soft version. Add a load carrier across the top to pile on the bikes and have some fun!

1 - Tonneau cover, soft
2 - Roll cover chrome, existing also in black
3 - Tonneau cover aluminium, existing also in plastic
4 - Bed load carriers with 2 high grade loadcarriers

Features shown may vary on Navara Tekna Euro 6D Temp version. Please refer to the price list or contact your authorized Nissan dealer or repairers for more information on exact specifications and availabilities.
1. Towbar mounted bicycle carrier, 3 bikes, available in 7 and 13 pins (also available in 2 bikes version)
2. Ski/snowboard carrier, up to 6 pairs slideable (also available up to 4 pairs and up to 2 pairs versions)
3. Towbar, flanged
4. Cross bars for roof railing

LOAD CARRIERS
STRETCH YOUR TIME OUT

For serious leisure, Nissan has the right accessories for you. With towbars ready for bikes or skis and a set of stylish roof rails to take all your essentials... you might want to stay longer.

Features shown may vary on Navara Tekna Euro 6D Temp version. Please refer to the price list or contact your participating Nissan dealer or repairers for more information on exact specifications and availabilities.
CHOOSE BETWEEN YOUR DARK OR SHINY SIDE

1. Bed styling bars with light (in option), black
2. Rear styling corners, black
3. Side styling bars, black
4. Front styling bar, black

1. Bed styling bars with light (in option), chrome
2. Rear styling corners, chrome
3. Side styling bars, chrome
4. Front styling bar, chrome

Personalise your pick up with big impact styling bars. Robust and resilient in signature Navara style, they show you mean business. Reveal your dark side with black bars against a white body or strike a contrast with shiny chrome bars on a black body. Brilliant.
COMPLETE THE LOOK WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS

Enhance your Navara exterior with a selection of sporty styling accessories, including shiny chrome and dark black finishers, aluminium entry guards and a shark antenna.

1- Shark antenna, solid white (also available in black, grey and red)
2- Entry guards, aluminium
3- Exhaust finisher, chrome
4- Rear styling corner stainless steel, chrome
5- Rear styling corner stainless steel, black
6- Rear light finisher, chrome

Features shown may vary on Navara Tekna Euro 6D Temp version. Please refer to the price list or contact your participating Nissan dealer or repairers for more information on exact specifications and availabilities.
CITY VIBE

Yes, Navara’s got street style: make the most of it with viper design sticker-stripes for the bonnet, tailgate and doors. Urban cool.

1. Black stickers, 2 stripes on bonnet and tailgate
2. Black stickers, 2 stripes on each door side
SAFETY FIRST
As well as the essentials, build your defenses with lockable wheel nuts and a front and rear parking system too.

1. Safety packs
2. Front and rear parking system
3. Lockable wheel nuts
4. Mats, velour or rubber
5. Smartphone holder Magicmount (Dash/ Window mount)*
6. Smartphone holder Magicmount (Vent mount)*
7. Smartphone holder Dual function magicmount (Dash/ Vent mount)*
8. Smartphone holder Magicmount (Dash mount)*
9. Smartphone holder Dashmount unival (Window / Dash mount)*

*The identified accessories are carefully selected third party supplier which don’t come with Nissan warranty, details available at your participating Nissan dealer or repairers.
### Hardtop Standard

- **Metallic Black**
  - King cab: KE850-4K67N
  - Double cab: KE850-4K67N

- **Solid white**
  - King cab: KE850-4K98T
  - Double cab: KE850-4K98T

- **Metallic Silver**
  - King cab: KE850-4K97K
  - Double cab: KE850-4K97K

- **Savannah Yellow**
  - King cab: KE850-4K81U
  - Double cab: KE850-4K81U

- **Solid Red**
  - King cab: KE850-4K81Z
  - Double cab: KE850-4K81Z

- **Earth Bronze**
  - King cab: KE850-4K81K
  - Double cab: KE850-4K81K

### Hardtop Premium

- **Metallic Black**
  - King cab: KE850-4K71N
  - Double cab: KE850-4K71N

- **Solid white**
  - King cab: KE850-4K97T
  - Double cab: KE850-4K97T

- **Metallic Silver**
  - King cab: KE850-4K81M
  - Double cab: KE850-4K81M

- **Savannah Yellow**
  - King cab: KE850-4K71U
  - Double cab: KE850-4K71U

### INTERIOR UTILITIES

- **Ashtray**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Cool box - 20L**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Bed rails**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Bed divider**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Tool box, plastic**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

### EXTERIOR UTILITIES

- **Child seat**
  - *Capacity: 9-18kg and from 9 months-old up to max 4-5 years-old.*
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Bedliner, plastic**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Mounting kit**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Tailgate assist**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

### ALLOY WHEELS

- **17” Steel wheel**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **17” Alloy wheel**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **18” Alloy wheel**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Lockable wheel nuts (spare wheel)**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Kit for styling bar**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

### LIGHTING

- **Fog lamp**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **2 stripes: bonnet & tailgate, Black**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

### STICKERS

- **2 stripes door side, Black**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

### TOWBARS

- **Short version** KE500-4KJ0F
  - Long version: KE500-4KJ1F

- **Tailgate protection**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

### PARKING SYSTEM

- **Tailgate protection**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

### TOWBARS

- **Short version** KE500-4KJ0F
  - Long version: KE500-4KJ1F

### ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

- **Lockable wheel nuts**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **18” Alloy wheel**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Lockable wheel nuts**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

- **Kit for styling bar**
  - Metallic Black: KE850-4K999
  - Solid White: KE850-4K999

**Features shown may vary on Navara Tekna Euro 6D Temp version. Please refer to the price list or contact your authorized Nissan dealer or repairers for more information on exact specifications and availabilities.**
Accessories and any additional equipment customer may fit after-sale can have an impact on the CO₂ emission and fuel consumption of the car.

**ACCESSORIES**

**LOADSPACE**

- **Exterior Styling**
  - Bed bars for roll cover, chrome: KE934-4K10C
  - Bed bars for roll cover: KE934-4K10S
  - Side bars, black: KE643-4K430
  - Rear comer, black: KE646-4K09A
  - Front bar, black: KE640-4K03A
  - Bed bars, black: KE934-4K10B
  - Body side mouldings: KE930-4K000

- **Interior Styling**
  - Exhaust finisher, Chrome: KE934-4K430
  - Roll cover, chrome: KE849-4K4CQ
  - Roll cover, black: KE849-4K4CN
  - Bed bars, Steel: KE934-4K445
  - Front bar, Steel: KE640-4K03A
  - Side bars, Steel: KE643-4K445
  - Rear comer, Steel: KE646-4K09A

- **And Accessories**
  - Frame Adaptor: KS738-75002
  - Anti-theft: KS738-75003
  - TIlE (Trim): KE849-4K430B
  - Roof rack: KE930-00021
  - Bike carrier: KE738-70023
  - Bike carrier: KE738-70027
  - Roof box, Steel: KE280-4K400

**MULTIMEDIA HOLDERS**

- **Interior Styling**
  - Shark Antenna: KE934-4K430
  - Dust Tonneau cover: KE849-4K430
  - Roll cover, black: KE849-4K4CN
  - Roll cover, chrome: KE849-4K4CQ
  - Roll cover (magnetic): KE930-00021

- **And Accessories**
  - Frame Adaptor: KS738-75002
  - Anti-theft: KS738-75003
  - TIlE (Trim): KE849-4K430B
  - Roof rack: KE930-00021
  - Bike carrier: KE738-70023
  - Bike carrier: KE738-70027
  - Roof box, Steel: KE280-4K400

**SAFETY PACKS / FIRST AID KIT**

- **Interior Styling**
  - Shark Antenna: KE934-4K430
  - Dust Tonneau cover: KE849-4K430
  - Roll cover, black: KE849-4K4CN
  - Roll cover, chrome: KE849-4K4CQ
  - Roll cover (magnetic): KE930-00021

- **And Accessories**
  - Frame Adaptor: KS738-75002
  - Anti-theft: KS738-75003
  - TIL (Trim): KE849-4K430B
  - Roof rack: KE930-00021
  - Bike carrier: KE738-70023
  - Bike carrier: KE738-70027
  - Roof box, Steel: KE280-4K400

Nissan Approved Accessories products’ warranty coverage depends on the product supplier, for further information please turn to your authorized Nissan dealer or repairer.
NISSAN
EXTENDED WARRANTY

A Nissan Extended Warranty* gives you the opportunity to extend the standard 5-year warranty for a longer period of time or mileage. Select the option which best suits your needs. For more information, please contact your participating Nissan Dealer.

NISSAN
SERVICE PLANS

Our Nissan Service plans provide easy ownership and are priced competitively to save money.

The Navara Service Plan covers all scheduled operations specified in your Navara Service Manual.

Purchasing a service contract at vehicle purchase protects you from price inflation and provides upfront awareness of whole life ownership costs.

In addition we have competitive prices for most wear and tear items such as wiper blades, and brake pads and discs. Just ask your participating dealer for information.

*For more details on warranty, please head to
https://www.nissan.co.uk/ownership/nissan-car-warranties.html

Follow Nissan NAVARA on:

*5 Year / 10,000 miles (whatever comes first) Manufacturer Warranty for the LCV range (with the exception of e-NV200:
5 Year / 60,000 miles Manufacturer Warranty for EV system parts, 5 Year / 60,000 miles for the rest of the vehicle)

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press
(NOVEMBER 2019). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles. In accordance with the company’s
policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan International reserves the right to change at any time the
specification and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such
modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date
information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ
slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole
or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan International is forbidden.
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